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MURDER Suspect

David Allan Weir

LOCATION: 13036 Chandler Boulevard
RD: 969
DATE & TIME: Sunday, August 6, 2006, at 0215 hours
SUSPECT: Weir, David Allan Male, White, brown hair, brown eyes, 5’11”, 185, D.O.B. 30 years of age.
WEAPON(S): Medium caliber handgun. A weapon registered to Weir is in custody. Suspect may still be armed.

The victim, Victoria Ramirez, and suspect, David Allan Weir were living together at the above location. They were both working at a bar in the 15200 block of Victory Boulevard earlier in the evening. Witnesses observed the two arguing throughout the evening over their relationship. Ramirez and Weir closed the bar and went home in separate vehicles. A short time later Weir contacted a family member and advised them of the shooting. The police responded and discovered Ramirez dead of a gunshot wound to the head. Weir is believed to have fled to Mexico, but has relatives in the Southern California Area.

The suspect should be considered Armed and Dangerous.
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